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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 5 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

5.1 WORD PRACTICE  
 
NEW LETTERS: INITIAL B= PW- and INITIAL D= TK- 
 

1. bet PWET base PWAEUS bait PWAEUT bog PWOG 

2. bug PWUG bat PWAT bowl PWOEL bail PWAEUL 

3. do TKO dub TKUB date TKAEUT dell TKEL 

4. dill TKEUL dad TKAD dog TKOG dead TKAED 

5. boat PWOET dear TKAER bed PWED dug TKUG 

6. bar PWAR bog PWOG bad PWAD dab TKAB 

7. dope TKOEP boss PWOS dip DKEUP dot TKOT 

8. burr PWUR bob PWOB dole TKOEL dale TKAEUL 

9. bowl PWOEL bore PWOER doll TKOL dig TKEUG 

10. dull TKUL bell PWEL bit PWEUT bag PWAG 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 5 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

5.2 PRACTICE SENTENCES  
 

1. We had dug a hole. I had dug a hole. He was at bat. I was at bat. 

2. Date her. You date her. He has a dog. He has a big dog. 

3. Bet the race. We bet the race. Dare to bet. Dare to bet it. 

4. He was a bore. He was a big bore. The bug is bad. The big bug is bad. 

5. He was late. He was late to bat. We dug a hole. We dug a big hole. 

6. He bit it. It bit his leg. I dare you. I dare you to bet. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 5 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

5.3 BRIEFS AND PHRASES   
 
 

1. what WHA what is WHA-S what the WHA-T 

2. when WH when is WH-S when the WH-T 

3. which WEU which is WEU-S   

4. where W-R where is W-RS where the W-RT 

5. about B- (PW-) about the B-T about a BA 

6. did D- (TK-) did the D-T did he DE 

7. did I DI did you DU did a DA 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 5 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

5.4 BRIEF DRILL  
 
 

1. what today when had which are 

2. will when company which where did 

3. when remember which were did letter 

4. letter what could where about did 

5. what open where with company today 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 5 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

5.5 WRITING DRILL  
 
 

1. What can the boss do? What can the boss do today?  

2. Which can you do? Which  can you do today?  

3. What date is set? What date is set to sell?  

4. Where was he? Where was he today?  

5. When can bail be set? When can bail be set today?  

6. Where was he to pay? Where was he to pay it?  

7. When could he dig it? When could he dig the hole?  

8. He did it. He did it today.  

9. Tell us about it. Tell us about it today.  

10. Which was the bag? Which was the bag to sell?  

11. What is a date?  What is a bill?  

12. Did you sell the coal? Where did you sell the bag?  

13. When is a date? When is a race?  

14. What did he sell? Did he sell the coal?  

15. Which is a doll? Which is a bell?  

16. What did I sell?  Where did I sell the bag?  

17. Where is a race? Where is a doll? Where is a bat? 

18. Did the company sell bait? What did the dog dig up? When did the company pay? 

19. Is it about the date? What about the race? What about the dog? 

20. Do you remember Kay? Do you remember Ray? Do you remember Kate? 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 5 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

5.6 CONSONANT COMPOUNDS  
 

1. shore shell shad shade shill 

2. she shape shot ship share 

3. show shop shut shale shag 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 5 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

5.7 WRITING SENTENCES  
 
 

1. Shut up the shop. She had to shape up. Pull the shade. 

2. Share the doll. It is the shape. The shop will be shut. 

3. Lay the shag rug. She is a shill. The shell is at the shore. 

4. The pit had shale. When was he shot? Show us the ship. 

5. Show her where the boat is. The boat is at the shore. Where is a boat? 

6. The deaf lad could cope. The boss is a dud. What is a lad to do? 

7. The dog will dig the hole. Where is her big dog? What did he say about the dog? 

8. His lip had a bad cut. Where is her shop? Do you remember the cut? 

 


